Despite a plethora of materials suggested for spintronic applications, a new class of materials has emerged, namely spin gapless semiconductors (SGS), which offers potentially more advantageous properties than existing ones. These magnetic semiconductors exhibit a finite band gap for one spin channel and a closed gap for the other. Here, supported by electronic-structure calculations, we report evidence of SGS behavior in equiatomic quaternary CoFeCrGa, having a cubic Heusler (prototype LiMgPdSn) structure but exhibiting chemical disorder (DO3 structure). CoFeCrGa is found to transform from SGS to half-metallic phase under pressure, which is attributed to unique electronic-structure features. The saturation magnetization (MS) obtained at 8K agrees with the Slater-Pauling rule and the Curie temperature (TC) is found to exceed 400K. Carrier concentration (up to 250K) and electrical conductivity are observed to be nearly temperature independent, prerequisites for SGS. The anomalous Hall coefficient is estimated to be 185S/cm at 5K. Considering the SGS properties and high TC, this material appears to be promising for spintronic applications. Despite a plethora of materials suggested for spintronic applications, a new class of materials has emerged, namely spin gapless semiconductors (SGS), which offers potentially more advantageous properties than existing ones. These magnetic semiconductors exhibit a finite band gap for one spin channel and a closed gap for the other. Here, supported by electronic-structure calculations, we report evidence of SGS behavior in equiatomic quaternary CoFeCrGa, having a cubic Heusler (prototype LiMgPdSn) structure but exhibiting chemical disorder (DO 3 structure). CoFeCrGa is found to transform from SGS to half-metallic phase under pressure, which is attributed to unique electronic-structure features. The saturation magnetization (M S ) obtained at 8 K agrees with the Slater-Pauling rule and the Curie temperature (T C ) is found to exceed 400 K. Carrier concentration (up to 250 K) and electrical conductivity are observed to be nearly temperature independent, prerequisites for SGS. The anomalous Hall coefficient is estimated to be 185 S/cm at 5 K. Considering the SGS properties and high T C , this material appears to be promising for spintronic applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent studies have reported an interesting new class of materials called spin gapless semiconductors (SGS) [1, 2] . SGS exhibit an open band gap for one spin channel and a closed one for the other, rendering them with unique properties of halfmetals and semiconductors simultaneously. This new class may be very effective in bridging between semiconductors and half-metallic ferromagnets. Diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) are subject of interest due to predicted semiconductor spintronic properties in ferromagnetic semiconductors. However, the major drawback of DMS is the low Curie temperature (T C ), which can be overcome in spin gapless semiconductors. The T C is high for some recently identified SGS, such as CoFeMnSi (T C = 620 K) [3] and Mn 2 CoAl (T C = 720 K) [2] .
The electronic structure of SGS is different from that of half-metallic materials. Schematically, when the top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction band touch the Fermi energy for the majority-spin channel but show a semiconducting gap for the minority-spin channel, the resulting band structure will be that of SGS. The schematic densities of states (DOS) for half-metals and spin gapless semiconductors are compared in Fig. 1 . The unique electronic structure in SGS materials gives rise to some interesting properties that make them quite attractive from fundamental and applied points of view.
Very recently, promising SGS behavior in Heusler alloys [2, 4] [5] that Heusler alloys with 26 or 28 valance electrons have a great potential to exhibit SGS behavior. Quaternary compounds XX Y Z with the stoichiometry 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 show the LiMgPdSn prototype or the so-called Y -type structure (space group 216) with somewhat different symmetry [6] . To the best of our knowledge, quaternary Heuslers have been explored only a very little. Although high spin polarization is proposed in a few related Heusler alloys, such as CoFeMnZ (Z = Al, Ga, Ge), they show half-metallic (not SGS) behavior [6] [7] [8] . In addition, there is a lack of magnetotransport measurements in such compounds, which are considered to be a more careful probe for predicting the correct behavior of such magnetic semiconductors.
One of our motivations is to find a material candidate in the XX Y Z family which shows a SGS behavior having a high Curie temperature. CoFeCrGa (CFCG) Heusler is one such compound that shows the desired properties. We have performed detailed structural, magnetic, resistivity, and Hall measurements to establish the SGS behavior in this compound. Our ab initio calculations on CFCG also support its SGS behavior. The origin of the dispersion (band gap) near the Fermi energy in different spin directions is discussed. Because these compounds are very sensitive to the external effects (e.g., pressure, magnetic field, and doping), one aim here is to investigate the changes in the material behavior under pressure. In these studies, we find that CFCG transforms under hydrostatic pressure from SGS to half-metal, with an increase in the minority-spin band gap. The calculated and experimental magnetic moment is found to follow the Slater-Pauling rule, which is a prerequisite criterion for SGS material. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Sample preparation
The polycrystalline bulk sample of CFCG was prepared by arc melting the appropriate quantities of various elements (at least 99.9% purity).The ingot was flipped and melted several times for homogeneity. To further increase the homogeneity arc-melted samples were annealed at 1073 K for 2 weeks.
B. Characterization
The crystal-structural studies were carried out at room temperature using an x-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern obtained with Cu-K α radiation and 57 Fe Mössbauer spectra recorded using a constant acceleration spectrometer with 25 mCi 57 Co(Rh) radioactive source. The obtained Mössbauer spectra were analyzed using the PCMOS-II least-squares fitting program. The phase stability of the alloy was checked by differential thermal analysis (DTA). The magnetic and transport measurements were performed in the temperature range of 5-300 K and in fields up to 50 kOe using the Physical Property Measurement System (Quantum Design). Magnetization measurements were performed under applied hydrostatic pressures. The carrier concentration, n = 1/eR H was obtained from R H (Hall coefficient) using the single-band model [9] .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Rietveld refinement of a room temperature x-ray diffraction pattern is shown in Fig. 2(a) . The alloy exhibits Heusler structure (prototype LiMgPdSn) with lattice parameter (a) of 5.79Å. Interestingly, the superlattice reflections (111) and (200) are absent. When the main group element (here Ga) is from the same period of the system as the transition metals (here Co, Fe, and Cr), it is very difficult to find out the correct structure unambiguously by the x-ray or neutron diffraction data. Superlattice reflections were not observed in the XRD patterns of Co 2 FeZ(Z = Al,Si,Ga,Ge) alloys, but the extended x-ray absorption fine-structure technique showed the existence of L2 1 order [10] . Importantly, a wellordered crystal structure is a necessary requirement for high spin polarization of the materials because the tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) ratio is related to the spin polarization [11] .
To further investigate the crystal structure, we have performed 57 Fe Mössbauer spectroscopic measurements at room temperature, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The best fit to the data was obtained with two sextets (S 1 and S 2 ) having hyperfine field (H hf ) values of 254 (S 1 ) and 142 (S 2 ) kOe and relative intensities of 58 (S 1 ) and 34 (S 2 ), respectively, along with a doublet 8% (paramagnetic). The small value of quadrupole shift is in agreement with the cubic symmetry of the local environment of Fe. In an ordered L2 1 structure, Fe atoms must occupy the Y sites with the cubic symmetry (O h ), which will result in a single sextet due to the presence of only one crystallographic site for Fe. The presence of a second sextet could be attributed to the occupancy of Fe atoms at X,X or Z sites, which indicates some amount of chemical disorder. The hyperfine field values are not expected to change much when Fe occupies the Z site because of the same number of magnetic near neighbors for Y and Z sites. On the other hand, when Fe occupies the X and X sites, a large decrease in H hf is expected as the X site has the highest number of nonmagnetic near neighbors. The experimentally observed values of H hf (254, 142 kOe) clearly indicate that the Fe also occupies the X, X sites, resulting in the DO 3 -type structure due to this chemical disorder. The subspectra S 1 and S 2 are ascribed to ordered L2 1 and DO 3 phases with relative intensities of 58% and 34%, respectively, implying that the structure is reasonably ordered at room temperature. The phase stability of the crystal structure was investigated by performing the DTA in the temperature range of 500-1600 K, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(a) . A peak in the DTA curves is obtained around 1000 K, which may be attributed to a L2 1 -to-B2 structural transition.
The isothermal magnetization curves obtained under applied pressure (P ) values at 8 K are shown in Fig. 3 . The M S value of ≈ 2.1 μ B /f.u. is found at 8 K under zero applied pressure, in good agreement with the M S value (2.0 μ B ) from the Slater-Pauling rule [12] . This value is found to be constant with the application of pressure, and is in agreement with our for half-metallic ferromagnets [13] . The pressure-independent M S values were reported for half-metallic Co 2 VGa Heusler alloy [14] . The Curie temperature of CFCG is expected to be above 400 K as no magnetic transition is observed up to that temperature during measurements.
The temperature dependencies of electrical conductivity (σ xx ) with zero applied field and carrier concentration [n(T )] are shown in Fig. 4 . With increasing temperature σ xx increases and shows a nonmetallic conduction behavior. The value of σ xx is found to be 3233 S/cm at 300 K, which is slightly higher than that obtained for other SGS Heusler alloys; e.g., Mn 2 CoAl = 2440 S/cm [2] . The σ xx -T behavior is unusual and is different from that of normal metals or semiconductors. The carrier concentration was determined from the Hall coefficient measurements in the range of 5-280 K. n(T ) is of the order of 10 20 cm −3 and almost temperature independent up to 250 K, above which it increases abruptly. The physical reasons behind the nearly temperature-independent carrier concentration in gapless semiconductors, as compared to the exponential dependence in the case of conventional semiconductors, are well known [15, 16] of the half-metallic Co 2 FeSi (≈ 200 S/cm at 300 K) [18] and Co 2 MnAl ( ≈ 2000 S/cm) [19] .
IV. ELECTRONIC-STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS
To further investigate the electronic properties of CFCG, we have performed first-principles electronic-structure calculations using spin-polarized density functional theory, as employed in Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [20] based on a projected-augmented wave basis [21] . The exchange-correlation functional was based on the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). A 16 × 16 × 16 MonkhorstPack k-point mesh was used for the Brillouin zone integration. We have used a plane-wave cutoff of 340 eV with the convergence criteria of 0.1 meV/cell (10 kbar) for energy (stress).
The prototype of a quaternary Heusler with the composition XX Y Z and space group F -43m (216) The spin-resolved dispersion and density of states (DOS) of CFCG in the most stable configuration with experimental lattice parameter (a expt = 5.79Å) are shown in Fig. 6 . A closed band-gap character in the majority-spin state and a small open band gap (near the Fermi energy, E F ) in the minority-spin state suggest CFCG to behave as a spin gapless semiconductor. The valence band maximum for the minority-spin state is slightly above E F , yielding a negligibly small DOS at E F (≈0.011 states/eV atom), which arises from mixed contributions of d bands from Co, Fe, and Cr. Though the DOS plot apparently shows a clear gap near E F in the minority channel, it is actually a disrupted energy gap as the values of DOS are not exactly zero (∼0.003 states/eV/atom just above E F ) but negligibly small. With this consideration, we find a small band gap of ∼0.07 eV in the minority-spin states. A careful analysis of various bands crossing the E F for the minority-spin state (right panel) indicates that such small DOS at E F arises mainly from three bands, two of which are degenerate and are composed of ∼54% Co and ∼46% Fe e g subband characters (i.e., d x2-y2 and d 3z2-1 ). The third band is contributed almost equally by t 2g subbands (i.e., d xy ,d yz , and d xz ) of Co (35%), Fe (29%), and Cr (32%).
Notably, some other Ga-based Heusler alloys [7, 22, 23] have also been shown to have similar bands crossing the Fermi level in the minority-spin states with very small values of DOS near E F . These materials are predicted to be half-metallic, i.e., semiconducting in the minority-spin channel as in our case (with a negligibly small DOS at E F ) and metallic in the majority-spin channel.
To study the behavior of CFCG under pressure, we have calculated DOS in the most stable configuration versus lattice parameters below a expt , which are plotted in Fig. 7 . Notably, the behavior of CFCG changes from SGS to half-metallic with the decrease of the lattice parameter. In the majority-spin state, the DOS at E F increases significantly from almost zero value at a expt to a finite value (under pressure); see Fig. 8(a) . In addition, the band gap ( E g ) at E F in the minority-spin state increases with lattice parameters decreasing below a expt , indicating the collective effect of transition. The majority DOS at E F and E g with varying lattice parameters are shown in Fig. 8(a) . (on Co, Fe, and Cr atoms) of CFCG versus decreasing lattice parameter (a). The Fe moment is antiferromagnetically aligned with respect to Co and Cr for all a. The total moment remains constant with the decrease of a, supporting our magnetization measurements under pressure (see Fig. 3 ). Although the Co moment remains unaffected, hydrostatic pressure lowers the antiferromagnetically coupled Cr and Fe moments, collectively resulting in a constant total magnetic moment. The calculated (experimental) total magnetic moment μ tot ∼ 1.98 μ B (∼ 2.07 μ B ) agrees well with the linear Slater-Pauling curve given by μ tot = Z t -24, where Z t represents the total valence electrons per formula unit (26 for CFCG). The agreement with the Slater-Pauling behavior is one of the prerequisites for SGS.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, a detailed characterization of the equiatomic quaternary CoFeCrGa Heusler alloy reveals very clear signatures of SGS behavior. Such a behavior is also confirmed by our first-principles electronic-structure results. Characterization of various properties of the material has been done using some of the most reliable probes, i.e., x-ray diffraction, Mössbauer spectroscopy, and magnetization and transport measurements. The CoFeCrGa cubic Heusler (prototype LiMgPdSn) exhibits some amount of disorder (yielding D0 3 symmetry), though DTA suggests a L2 1 -to-B2 structural transition at about 1000 K. Pressure-independent saturation magnetization values support a half-metallic electronic structure. The measured electrical conductivity ∼3 × 10 3 S/cm and nearly temperature-independent carrier concentration (∼10 20 cm −3 ) up to 250 K suggest that the CoFeCrGa is a SGS up to 250 K. Under pressure, CFCG is found to transform from SGS to halfmetallic behavior. The saturation magnetization, supported by DFT calculations, follows the linear Slater-Pauling rule, which is a prerequisite criterion for SGS materials. We plan to investigate whether the SGS electronic structure at room temperature can be retained via appropriate alloy substitutions in the parent CFCG Heusler. Considering the high T C and proposed SGS behavior, this material may be a potential candidate for semiconductor spintronic devices, such as spin injection.
